
I went w/ Porter-Cable 7518s Variable Speed 3-1/4 HP Motor mounted in a JessEm 
lifts... 
wish I'd done it forever ago... 

But...
I was experiencing bearing failures w/ the PC's, twice w/ catastrophic collateral damage 
to the armatures and fields and no support from PC because I'd let it be known that I 
was a commercial shop...
the one motor I had left, out of six, I changed the bearings out for 30,000+ RPM 
ceramics and all seems to be right in the world again...
motor dB's dropped noticeably and run out disappeared... their version of smooth 
became the smoothest as in night and day differences...
sad part is that PC installs inadequate bearings in their routers.. (a fact that has just 
come to light to me) I know it now, they knew it then and I still got a TS sing song story 
from them... W/ the issues PC puts up on the table right out of the box - Let's just say 
they aren't very high up on my faves list... 

The bearings...

at the distributors which is before wholesale.. 
90 cents to 3 bucks for OEM PC...
Bosch - 3 to 6 bucks....
ceramics - 4 to 7 bucks...
USA made...

offshore OEM PC... 80¢...

FWIW I'm paying about 28% mark up...
at retail, the sellers, (PC) should be ashamed of themselves.... 26$.....

another issue I have w/ PC is their lack of concentric motor to base alignment which can 
puppy the finer points/aesthetics of a project... sorry it took me so long to figure the 
whys to that one out which was verified by a PC rep after the fact of course... 
grrrrrrrrr........

1st issue

put a centering point in the router...
set the router up against a clamped on edge guide 
you are not using a router mounted edge guide for this test...
spin/rotate entire the router around 360º while it's up against the edge guide...
the router doesn't even need to be plugged in....
observe where the CP indicates the center of the router is...
you'll find that it moves elliptically...
it's not because the base isn't round it's because the CL of the motor isn't centered in 
the base to it's self... 
The CL of the motor and CL of the base are offset ever so slightly...



the router that was flagrant about this and that got my full attention was offset 5/64"...
have you ever wondered why you need to center the guide bushings to the CL of the 
motor???
PC told me I must have dropped the router and were happy to sell me another base for 
85$$$... plus shipping...
since I still have the two bases from the catastrophically failed routers I swapped out the
bases/motor...
same issues only not as bad but, the measures were different on each swap but the 
offset is still there... hmmmmmmm...
that tells me a lot... like that huge hole in the base that receives the motor is offset for 
starters...
so that motor got new ceramic bearings and lives in the JessEm lift...

2nd issue...

install a 1/2" drill rod into the router...
longer is better..
measure/test the motor to the base for perpendicular squareness...
it isn't.....
so not only is that hole for the motor offset it's at a slight angle...

3rd issue

install a 1/2x6" drill blank... 
turn the router on...
what you see is run out because of the bearings...

so much for QC...

the motor having inadequate bearings and the base being poorly done just doesn't 
make/cut it...
the defects in the base aren't even consistent for crying out loud..
swapping bases and motors all show the same issues but measure differently... 
My four American made 690's haven't got these issues.. nor do the two American made 
R2D2 looking ones...

The PR department for PC says these are production routers... Right.. can you just 
feel/touch the sarcasm...


